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COMBAT IN CLOUD VALLEYS

Enemy bombers which took advantage of low cloud and bad visibility
to cross the North East coast on a series of raids this afternoon were

roughly handled by our fighters, which destroyed at least one of the

raiders and severely damaged several others.

Another bomber is believed to have been shot down into the sea,
but as intervening cloud prevented the fighter from seeing the end of its

victim no claim has yet been allowed.

In spite of the low visibility, our fighters succeeded in inter-

cepting a number of the raiders and several engagements took place in

temporary rifts in the cloud masses several thousand feet up and out of

sight of the ground.

One Canadian pilot, who intercepted a Dornier 217 in broken cloud

at 1,500 feet, saw large pieces fall away from the bomber's wing and smoke

pour from one of its engines.

Another pilot, on landing at his base, said this of his combat.

"It took place between two big banks of cumulus cloud, like a valley."

He, also, had seen his cannon fire hit an enemy bomber on wing and engine.

Fighter Command took advantage of weather favouring the raider to

launch its own attacks on enemy objectives in Holland this afternoon.

On one of these fighter sorties three largo tanker barges steaming
off the Dutch coast were hit by cannon and machine gun fire from our fighters
while other Spitfire pilots shot up a coastal gunpost and attached army hut-

ments, where troops wore seen to throw themselves on the ground to avoid the

streams of bullets which raked the camp.

On another offensive patrol this afternoon more Spitfire pilots
made successful low level attacks on the engines of several goods trains.


